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In this paper a nested Theil index decomposition of inequality is proposed in order to 
simultaneously account for both income sources and sup-population determinants of overall income 
differences. We combine into a unique rule the standard decomposition by population subgroups – 
which separates total inequality in within-group and between-group components – and the 
decomposition by income sources, which divides overall inequality into proportional factor 
contributions. We focus on the underlining meaning of its structure and appealing decomposition 
properties. The different advantages (or disadvantages) of the Gini and Theil index in absolving to 
that objective are considered, leading to justify the use of the Theil-based decomposition as the 
more proper procedure to apply. This conclusion founds on: i) the Theil index perfect property of 
subgroup decomposability (and completely additive separable form); ii) the satisfaction of the 
fundamental property of uniform addition when decomposing inequality by income sources; iii) the 
attractive possibility of linking personal and functional distributional analysis into an unified 
approach. 
The nested Theil decomposition could assist researchers in studying the relationship between 
regional development and inequality (with respect to the convergence/divergence patterns of 
growth). Decentralized redistribution policies (territorial targeted transfers or fiscal federalism) 
could be properly investigated, looking for a direct impact on inequality of the unequal distribution 
over space of resources, and policies. Moreover, many other socio-economic issues are potentially 
investigable, such as: the gender dimension of inequality and its relation with the distribution of the 
various income sources as well as the importance of household composition (i.e. types of family 
recipient/payer) in defining the overall inequality patterns.  
All these possibilities are mainly legitimated from the analytic structure of the Theil nested 
decomposition, since it results as a simple function of income/population shares (the aggregate 
dimension) and subgroup-source inequality (based on micro data), that is  
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 means that income group (k) shares are simple linear functions of 

group-source income (kxm) shares. Thus, the Theil index results as a function of the following three 
elements: i) population shares, ii) group-source income shares; iii) pseudo-within-groups Theil’s.  
 
Using LIS micro data on incomes, we implement the nested Theil source-group procedure of 
decomposition to the case of geographical disaggregation of inequality in Italy between 1989 and 
2000(?). The outcome of such empirical application allows separating each source contribution 
(such as wages, self-employed, property and state transfer) into two additional terms: the fractions 
affecting between and within-group regional inequality.  
It is firstly shown how, despite the common “shared idea” of an increasing Italian regional dualism, 
the within regions component of inequality seems to have more decisively driven the overall trend 
during the Nineties. Going on the role played by each specific component, wages, non-farm 
autonomous incomes, and capital income are identified as the main inequality increasing sources. 
At the same time, it is also evident a weak redistributive role of State in containing market 
inequality, which narrows during the periods of rising inequality. 



The simultaneously analysis of territorial and source contributions suggests some sources being 
more affected by the within-regions differences rather then by the between component (wages and 
non-farm autonomous incomes). Even more interesting is the result in terms of social benefits: the 
negative overall effect of -13.6% on total inequality is separated into territorial contributions of 
different sign. More precisely, while the within component accounts for -118% of the source 
contribution, indicating a more than proportional containing effect of social benefits within the 
regions, the between part of the sub-decomposition says us that the same source was also 
accountable for a positive contribution on overall inequality. This means that redistribution was able 
to contain the relative impact of wages dispersion on disposable income inequality within regions, 
but not between them. 
 


